[Immunoproliferative small intestinal disease (IPSID): IPSID-like lymphomas, IPSID equivalents?, in 12 Spanish patients].
Immunoproliferative small intestine disease (IPSID) encompasses a primary intestinal lymphoma of underpriviliged populations of North Africa, Middle East, etc. This epidemiological feature strongly implicates environmental and host (genetic) factors in its pathogenesis. IPSID can be distinguished on clinicopathological grounds from "Western-type" intestinal lymphomas. "IPSID-like" lymphomas had been sporadically identified, i.e., patients with original clinico-analytical data of IPSID (chronic diarrhoea, malabsortion, clubbing of fingers, diffuse intestinal involvement, etc.) without its conventional histopathologic (lymphoplasmocytic or plasmocytic infiltration) and immunological (alpha-heavy-chain paraprotein) background. The aim of this study has been: 1) to identify, in a series of small intestine lymphomas, a group of patients with a long-lasting history of chronic diarrhoea and a clinico-biologic pattern of "IPSID-like" lymphoma; 2) to analyze its clinicopathological profile; 3) to search for differences with the pattern of the remaining cases ("Western-type" lymphomas) and 4) To suggest a possible epidemiological significance. Patients considered were 12 Spanish caucasians with primary intestinal lymphoma and a long-lasting history of chronic diarrhoea vs 31 cases of "Western-type" intestinal lymphomas admitted in our Hospital over a 33-year period. Statistical significance of differences in clinico-biological features (symptoms/signs, analytical data, patterns of involvement, histopathology, immunophenotype and tumor staging) between these two groups was evaluated using X2 test. The results of this retrospective study allow us to delineate a relatively homogeneous "IPSID-like" group (12 cases) among 43 cases of primary small intestine lymphoma diagnosed between 1960 and 1993. The clinico-pathological behavior of these patients was significantly different from that exhibited by the 31 cases of so-called "Western-type" lymphomas. It is suggested that they may represent a group of patients suffering an evanescent "IPSID-equivalent" disorder (last case diagnosed in 1975), that probably has evolved in similar but not identical epidemiological circumstances to those present in the "Third World" countries of our Mediterranean area.